VOLUNTEERING AT MOCSA
Volunteers at MOCSA serve in a variety of roles, from
hospital advocacy to Project Aware, crisis line to
community education. Volunteers are provided with an
initial training plus additional trainings specific to their
chosen volunteer roles. Volunteers are offered
opportunities for continuing education throughout their
volunteer experience in addition to fun events and
networking opportunities.

31,186 VOLUNTEER HOURS

MOCSA volunteers are vital to the services we provide.
More than 400 volunteers provided 31,186 hours of
service in 2016. The monetary value of those hours of
service is $734,742!

WHO ARE MOCSA VOLUNTEERS?

MOCSA volunteers live in Kansas and Missouri. They
range in age, race, ethnicity, abilities, and skills.
Volunteers range from full time students to retirees. Each
MOCSA volunteer brings their own unique set of skills,
life experiences, and energy.

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT &
ENGAGEMENT

Volunteers learn about MOCSA in different ways. They
learn about us through community presentations,
posters, events, and through those who volunteer or use
our services. Some volunteers are looking for ways to
increase their skill set, add to their resume, and some are
survivors. No MOCSA volunteer is the same — but all
MOCSA volunteers care about their communities and
MOCSA’s mission.

HOSPITAL ADVOCACY

In 2016, MOCSA responded to provide hospital advocacy
to 646 victims of sexual violence. Of those activations,
436 were completed by volunteers.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION & OUTREACH

Many MOCSA volunteers provide education
presentations and represent MOCSA at community
events. In 2016, volunteers participated in our Project
Aware education program and represented MOCSA at
community fairs and events. MOCSA Speakers Bureau
volunteers shared their stories with various audiences and
helped raise awareness in our community.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact MOCSA’s Volunteer Program Coordinator at
(816) 285-1376 or email volunteer@mocsa.org!

“Volunteering is the ultimate exercise in
democracy. You vote in elections once a
year but when you volunteer, you vote
everyday about the kind of community
you want to live in.”
— Marjorie Moore

